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Manchester: AAIB wants spray &1 

by J. M. Ramsden 
The Air Accidents Investigation 
Branch report into the 1985 
British Airtours Boeing 737 fire 
at Manchester Airport, in which 
55 people died, says the acci
dent was caused by an uncon
tained failure of the left engine, 
initiated by the failure ofthe No 
9 combustion can, which had 
been repaired. 

A section of the combustion 
can, which was ejected forcibly 
from the engine, struck and 
fractured an underwing fuel

tank access panel. The firewhich resulted developed cata-·,.. Hol~d tucl tank 
· 1 . . bstrophIcal y, pnmanly ecause 

of adverse orientation of the 
parked aircraf~ to the wi.nd, even 
though the wmd was light. 

Major contributory factors 
were the vulnerability of the 
Wlllg tank access panel. to 
Impact; a lack of any effecuve 
provision for fighting major 
fires inside the aircraft cabin; 
the vulnerability of the aircraft 

At 0612hr on August 22, 1985, 
British Airtours Boeing 737 
G-BGJL, carrying 131 
passengers and six crew on a 
charter flight to Corfu, began its 
takeoff from runway 24 at 
Manchester Airport. 

About 36 seconds later, as the 
speed passed 125kt, the left 
Pratt & Whitney JT8D engine 
suffered an uncontained failure. 
The ejected dome of the No 9 
combustion can and a small 
section of fan case struck an 
underwing fuel tank access 
panel, creating a 42in hole. 

The panel had an impact 
strength one-quarter th at of the 
lower wing skin. Had the dome 
struck the adjacent skin, pene
tration of the fuel tank probably 
would not have occurred. 
Neither the access panel nor the 
lower wing skin was designed to 
any impact-resistant criteria, 
nor were they required to be. 

The fire ignited when fuel 
from the punctured tank access 
panel came into contact with 
combustion gases from the dam
aged engine. The crew, hearing 
a "thud" and believing they had 
suffered a tyre burst or bird
strike, abandoned the take-off 
immediately, intending to clear 
the runway to the right. They 
had no fire indication until nine 

extremely toxic nature of the 
emissions from the burning 
interior materiais. 

The major cause of fatalities 
was rapid incapacitation due to 
inhalation of the dense toxic 
smoke within the cab in, aggra
vated by evacuation delays 
caused by a door malfunction, would be valuable. 
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land restricted access to exits. 
The report makes 31 recom

mendations, including: 
0 Procedures should be devel
oped for the crew to position 
aircraft with the fire downwind 
of the fuselage. Visual indi
cators of local wind direction 
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huIl to external fire; and the.___.._ 

Wind helped pool fuel fire engulf 

seconds later, when the engine 
fire warning occurred. 

The crew responded to the 
"thud" promptly and in accord
ance with their experience and 
training. The first indication of 
fire occurred at a time of 
extremely high workload. The 
commander had no direct 
means of assessing the extent of 
the fire, and sought advice from 
air traffic control on the need 
for passenger evacuation. 

Af ter an exchange with air 
traffic control, during which the 
fire was confirmed, the 
commander warned his cabin 
crew of an evacuation from the 
right side of the aircraft, making 
a broadcast over the cabin 
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address system. He brought the 
aircraft to a halt in the entrance 
to taxiway link Delta. The deci
sion to turn to the right into link 
Delta was understandable, but 
turning the aircraft had a crit
ical effect on the fire, placing it 
upwind of the fuselage. 

As the aircraft turned off, a 
7kt wind from 2500 carried the 
fire on to and around the rear 
fuselage. Af ter the aircraft 
stopped, the huil was penetrated 
rapidly and smoke, possibly 
with some flame transients, 
entered the cabin through the 
aft right door, which was 
opened shortly before the 
aircraft came to a halt. 

The fire burned in two sepa-
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0 Research should be under
taken into methods of providing 
the crew with an external view 
of the aircraft. 
0 Direct fusion weid repair of 
circumferential cracks in JT8D 
engine combustion cans should 
be deleted from all approved 
engine overhaul manuals, 
unless the safe life of the repair 
has been demonstrated. 
0 British airworthiness re
quirements relating to 
"unobstructed access" to exits 
should take account of modern 

high-density seating. 0 Public address systems
db' d f .shoul e reqUlre to unctlon 

independently of engine or air-
fr~me s~stems condition, with a 
hlgh-galll emergency mode. 
DOnboard water spray Imist 
fire-extinguishi.ng systems capa
bie of operatlllg from both 
onboard water and tender-fed 
water should be developed as a 
matter of urgency, and intro
duced at the earliest oppor
tunity on all commercial 
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smoke, and possibly some 
flames, but was not the prin
cipal point of entry of fire into 
the cabin. The wind was the 
principal factor controlling the 
fire's behaviour, carrying the 
external fuel fire against and 
beneath the rear fuselage, caus
ing rapid penetration. 

Subsequently the wind 
induced an aerodynarr.ic pres
sure field around the fuselage, 
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rate, but overlapping, phases, 
involving fundamentally differ
ent fire mechanisms. While the 
aircraft was moving at speed 
down the runway, fuel became 
entrained into a strong tur
bulent wake generated by the 
extended thrust-reverser buck
ets, and burned vigorously as a 
"dynamic fire plume". As the 
aircraft decelerated and the 
turbulent wake decayed, the fire 
transitioned into a quasi-static 
fire burning above the pool of 
fuel trailing behind the aircraft. 

By the time the aircraft 
stopped, a fully established 
"sta tic" pool fuel tïre was burn
ing adjacent to the left rear fuse
lage. Although the dynamic fire 
plume was visually dramatic, 
huil penetration was caused 
primarily by the pool fuel fire. 

Opening of the aft right door 
allowed the earlyentry of 
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smokehood tests 

passenger-carrying aircraft. using half the total exits 

disposed towards one end of the o A research programme 
cabin, representing the greatest should be undertaken to estab

lish the effect of water spray restriction to passenger egress. 
extinguishing systems on toxie The UK CAA has been 

applying lessons learned atproduets of fire. 
Manchester from the time theo Fuel-tank access panels 
first facts about the accidentvulnerable to impact from 
began to emerge. Actions taken engine or wheel and tyre fail

ures should be as impact already include: 
o Engine inspection and repair resistant as the surrounding 
procedures changed structure. 
o Fuel-tank panels toughened o The UK Civil Aviation 

Authority should urgently DAmendment to procedures 
consider requiring the provision for positioning on-fire aircraft 

o Automatic high volume onof smokehoods or masks to 
cabin address while engine isafford passen gers protection 

during fires which produce a running 
toxie environment. o More space adjacent to over

wing exits and only able-bodied o The requirements for aircraft 
cabin materiaIs certification adults to sit next to exits 
should be amended at the o Non-flammability standards 
earliest opportunity to include for wall and ceiling panels and 
strict limitations on smoke and seat materials raised 

o Floor-Ievel escape pathtoxie gas emissions. 
o Evacuation certification lighting introduced 
should be reviewed and o Smoke detectors in lavatories 

o Smokehood technical speciamended to demonstrate 
fication developed and issued. acceptable evacuation in time 

lf 737's fuselage 
drawing fire products into the in the rear fuselage and tail 
hull through the cabin interior col1apsing on to the ground. 

Initially the internal fireand out through open exits on 
the right side of the fuselage. burned in the aft section of the 

The initial fire penetration of cab in, spreading forwards as 
roof panels and overhead lockthe fuselage occurred within 20 

seconds of the aircraft stopping, ers ignited and collapsed down 
when the lower skin panels on on to seats. About half the seats 

suffered little or no fire damage, the left side adjacent to the aft 
cargo hold were burned and many plastic safety cards, 
through, followed shortly af ter magazines and other fragile 
wards by penetration of the items survived undamaged in 
glassfibre acoustic insulation seatback pockets and on seat 
blanket. This gave the fire cushions. In contrast, all ceiling 
access to a cavity surrounding panels and overhead lockers 
the cargo hold, from which it were destroyed and all sideliner 
entered the aft cabin via floor panels above cushion level were 

extensively burl)t. There wasair-conditioning grilles on each 
side of the aircraft. comparatively little heat or 

smoke below about 18in above Within one minute of the 
the the cabin floor. aircraft stopping, the fire pene

trated the cabin side walls just A fully developed flash over 
above floor level adjacent to did not occur, contrary to much 

fire research. seats 17A to 19A, giving the fire 
direct access to the cabin inte The accident confirmed what 
rior. The windows resisted the was known to a small section of 

the aVlatlOn community: afire for 40 or 50 seconds after 
the aircraft stopped, but visible slight wind (2kt or more) of 

linie or no operational signifisigns of damage, including 
cracking and apparent melting, cance is nevertheless important 
were evident to passengers as far as aircraft orientation in a 
much earl ier. fire is concern ed. 

The speed of response of the The fire was entrained by the 
wind beneath the rear fuselage, Manchester Airport fire service 
creating a large area of fire was rapid, resulting in the start 

of firefighting approximately 25contact with a high rate of heat 
transfer into the hull, resulting seconds af ter the aircraft 

Smokehoods not likely yet 
Despite the Manchester Authority specification sup

report's recommendation, the ported by the US Federal 

imminent widespread intro A viation Administraiion, 

duction of passenger smoke tends to favour the top end of 

hoods is unlikely. That could the market. 

change, however, if just one 
 British Petroleum (BP) has 
major carrier was to install developed one of the most 
them unilaterally. advanced-and expensive

British Airways is currently hoods so faro BP claims that its 
the most likely candidate, hav hood meets the technical 
ing just issued a demanding requirements of the CAA 
specification for possible hood specification, and says it will 
suppliers. If BA does eventu conduct donning trials this 
ally place an order, which will summer. 

not be for at least 18 months, 
 BP aims to be a major 
all hood manufacturers stand player, even the leader, in the 
to benefit. field, and its thinking has to be 

They see the aviation sector respected. The new hood is 
as only a small part of a total expected to cost around $300 
market including hoteliers, initially, which, assuming a 
military customers, and the five-year life, BP says trans
general public. The first air lates into less than 50 cents a 
line order is critical because, passenger per fligh t. 

manufacturers believe, other 
 The timescale for smoke
carriers will have to' follow hood introduction is signifi
suit, and because it would cant, because water-mist fire
provide the high-profile usage suppression systems are also 
needed to "kick-start" the under development and are 
wider market. favoured by both the CAA and 

wide range of hoods F AA. Airlines are unlikely to 
terms of expense and carry smokehoods in water

available, mist-equipped aircraft. BP at 
BNs requirement, based least is also developing its own 
a UK Civil Aviation water-mist system. 

76 passengers from the rear of 
the aircraft stopped, the airport 
stopped. About 7 or 8 min af ter 

the aircraft this was the first 
fire vehicles had exhausted available exit, and for 100 
their water, and initial attempts passen gers it was the nearest. 
to replenish from nearby The narrow gap of 10hn 
hydrants were unsuccessful between seat rows 9 and 10 
because the ring main supply impeded access to the right 
ing them had been isolated. overwing exit. The pressure of 

Although it is unlikely, the passen gers on lOF seatback 
possibility that lack of water at caused failure of the hinge 
that critical time led to 10ss of baulk, aJlowing the backrest to 
life cannot be discounted. fold forwards, creating a further 

The primary reason for the obstacle to egress. Twin bulk
majority of the fatalities was heads in the forward cabin 
rapid incapacitation due to restricted evacuation flow to the 
inhalation of toxic smoke, the forward exits after both were 
effects of which were made open. 
more critica 1 by evacuation Current certification require
delays. Of the 54 fatalîties, 48 ments for aircraft cabin materi
had absorbed levels of CO or als are inadequate in their 
HC~ in excess of that required omission of any restrietion on 
to induce incapacitation. Eight smoke and toxic gas emissions. 
een survivors escaped from the A comprehensive test pro
front Ieft door, which was gramme has shown that light
opened by the purser about 25 weight, easily donned smoke
seconds af ter the aircraft hoods have the performance to 
stopped. Twenty-seven used the proteet evacuees, keeping them 
right overwing exit, which was conscious and mobile in typical 
opened by passengers about 20 aircraft fire environments. In 
seconds later, and 35 escaped addition they can offer 
from the forward right door, cant protection in 
opened 1 min 10 seconds af ter fires. 
the aircraft stopped. Water-mist 

Although 26 survivors, demonstrated the 
including one infant and one improve the cabin 
child, escaped through the right ron ment dramatically and 
overwing exit unaided, for the "scrub" the atmosphere. 
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